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Recent advances in quantum simulation based on neutral atoms have largely benefited from high-
resolution, single-atom sensitive imaging techniques. A variety of approaches have been developed
to achieve such local detection of atoms in optical lattices or optical tweezers. For alkaline-earth
and alkaline-earth-like atoms, the presence of narrow optical transitions opens up the possibility
of performing novel types of Sisyphus cooling, where the cooling mechanism originates from the
capability to spatially resolve the differential optical level shifts in the trap potential. Up to now, it
has been an open question whether high-fidelity imaging could be achieved in a “repulsive Sisyphus”
configuration, where the trap depth of the ground state exceeds that of the excited state involved in
cooling. Here, we demonstrate high-fidelity (99.971(1)%) and high-survival (99.80(5)%) imaging of
strontium atoms using repulsive Sisyphus cooling. We use an optical lattice as a pinning potential
for atoms in a large-scale tweezer array with up to 399 tweezers and show repeated, high-fidelity
lattice-tweezer-lattice transfers. We furthermore demonstrate loading the lattice with approximately
10000 atoms directly from the MOT and scalable imaging over > 10000 lattice sites with a combined
survival probability and classification fidelity better than 99.2%. Our lattice thus serves as a locally
addressable and sortable reservoir for continuous refilling of optical tweezer arrays in the future.

Laser-cooled atomic gases trapped in optical lattices
have enabled a number of breakthroughs in quantum sci-
ences [1–3]. An entirely new level of control of such sys-
tems was reached by the development of quantum-gas
microscopes [4, 5]. These setups have enabled single-
site- and single-atom-resolved detection of atomic many-
body systems in a top-down approach starting from a
quantum-degenerate gas prepared via evaporative cool-
ing. A prerequisite to quantum-gas microscopy is the
high-fidelity and low-loss imaging of atoms in optical lat-
tices. For alkali atoms, cooling during imaging can be
achieved either by polarization gradient cooling [4, 5]
or Raman sideband cooling [6–8]. In alkaline-earth and
alkaline-earth-like atoms, the presence of a narrow opti-
cal intercombination transition opens up the perspective
for new, efficient cooling strategies [9–13]. In particu-
lar, high-resolution imaging of atoms in optical lattices
has been achieved for ytterbium atoms [14], and recently
for strontium atoms in a clock-magic optical lattice at
813 nm [15–17].

Atom assembly in arrays of optical tweezers provides
an alternative, bottom-up approach for the study of
many-body systems with single-atom preparation, con-
trol and detection capabilities [18–20]. This approach
benefits from the re-configurable design of array pat-
terns in various dimensions [21–23], as well as the abil-
ity of single-site addressing and atom positioning [22–
24]. These features have resulted in successful imple-
mentations of tweezer arrays in various fields such as
quantum metrology [25–27], quantum computing [24, 28–
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33] and quantum simulation [34, 35]. While bottom-up
and top-down approaches have been developed mostly
in parallel, increasing efforts have recently been under-
taken to combine both platforms, leading to novel ways
of preparing atoms in optical lattices in the Hubbard
regime [16, 17, 36], coupling freely configurable opti-
cal tweezer arrays for realizing Hubbard models [37, 38]
or creating novel programmable optical lattice poten-
tials via selective blocking of specific sites in optical lat-
tices [39]. This hybrid approach has also played a role
in scaling neutral-atom systems by allowing optimal use
of different potentials for distinct experimental stages,
for instance, in creating programmable arrays of ∼ 100
optical qubits in magic wavelength potentials [15, 40].

Here, we demonstrate preparation and detection of
104 single atoms using a hybrid lattice-tweezer platform.
This significant advance in system size for the field of
atomic arrays is enabled by several innovations going
beyond previous work. In particular, employing a spe-
cially purposed trapping geometry and a previously un-
explored lattice trapping wavelength for strontium atoms
at 1040 nm, we demonstrate high-fidelity, low-loss detec-
tion of the atoms in the optical lattice. We quantify
the imaging performance in this novel configuration and
report a classification fidelity exceeding 99.9% combined
with a survival probability exceeding 99.29(1)% averaged
over 10450 sites of the lattice. Our work surpasses the
state of the art in demonstrating the largest number of
traps amenable to high-fidelity and low-loss imaging to
date [17, 35, 41]. We furthermore show that a dense cloud
of atoms can be directly loaded into a single plane of the
lattice from a magneto-optical trap, and subsequently im-
aged with high fidelity and low loss, opening the path to
an entirely different approach to scaling atom arrays. In
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup. a An optical lattice is formed from a single elliptical beam at wavelength 1040 nm retro-
reflected in the xy plane. At the crossing angle θ = 26◦, the lattice spacing is ax = 579(2) nm along the x-axis and ay =
1187(18) nm along the y-axis. The tweezer array (green) is created with a spatial light modulator (SLM) and light at wavelength
520 nm. The tweezers are focused into the glass cell and overlapped with lattice sites in 3D (inset). The fluorescence of atoms
is collected by the objective and separated from the tweezer light with a dichroic. b Level diagram for transitions involved
in this work. We resonantly scatter photons on the 1S0-

1P1 transition (461 nm), while simultaneously cooling on the 1S0-
3P1

transition (689 nm). Atoms leaking out of the imaging cycle are repumped via transitions at 679 nm and 707 nm. c Calculated
polarizabilities of 1S0 and 3P1,mJ at green tweezer wavelengths (upper panel) and infrared lattice wavelengths (lower panel).
At trapping wavelengths ranging from 500 to 520 nm, 1S0-

3P1,mJ=0 can be made magic via mixing of the polarizabilities for
different Zeeman sublevels under strong magnetic field [9]. The mixing ratio can be tuned via the angle ϕ between the bias
field and the linear tweezer polarization. At 1040 nm, cooling on the narrow line occurs in the repulsive Sisyphus regime. d
Typical single-shot image of atoms loaded from a honeycomb-shaped tweezer array and imaged in the lattice. Circles denote
the programmed tweezer location. e A single-shot image of more than 10000 single atoms directly loaded into the lattice from
the magneto-optical trap. The yellow dashed box denotes the spatial extent of the tweezer array used in this work. The smaller
red box is a zoom-in which shows well-resolved single atoms. f Typical single-shot image of a 21 × 19 tweezer array imaged
directly in 520 nm tweeezer. The tweezer spacing is 3.478(1)(3.549(1))µm along the x(y)-axis which is precisely chosen to be
6ay(3ax), respectively. g Typical single-shot image of atoms loaded from a tweezer array into the lattice and imaged there.
Due to weaker axial (z-axis) confinement, the point-spread function of atoms imaged in the lattice is about 1.7 times larger
than that in tweezers.

addition, we demonstrate repeated handover between the
lattice and tweezers generated using a spatial light mod-
ulator (SLM), and reinitialization of the tweezer-trapped
atoms in low-temperature states after the imaging step
in the lattice. Finally, our results settle an ongoing dis-
cussion raised by earlier work [10, 42, 43] on whether
repulsive Sisyphus cooling and high-fidelity and low-loss
imaging are compatible.
In our experiment, we combine an optical tweezer ar-
ray comprising 399 optical traps at wavelength λtw =
520 nm and an optical lattice operated at wavelength
λl = 1040 nm, see Fig. 1a. Using computer-generated
holograms, we routinely create tweezer arrays with trap
spacings of 3.478(1)(3.549(1))µm along the x(y)-axis and
waists of 473(3) nm, with excellent control over position-
ing, spacing and arrangement of the individual traps,
see [44]. The optical lattice is formed in a bow-tie

configuration [45], where a single beam creates a two-
dimensional lattice potential by four-fold interference. In
addition, we tightly focus the lattice in the z-axis to a
waist of 20µm, which provides a vertical confinement of
up to 5.9 kHz at a lattice depth of 1.47mK. The half-
angle θ is about 26◦ chosen to have lattice constants
ratio of 1:2 along two axes. In this configuration, the
radial trap frequencies are 150 kHz and 300 kHz respec-
tively, such that we achieve complete 3D confinement us-
ing a single lattice beam only. Cooling in the various
configurations described above is performed with a sin-
gle beam addressing the 1S0-

3P1 transition at 689 nm,
see Fig. 1b. For imaging, we additionally illuminate the
atoms with light at 461 nm, which induces fluorescence
on the broad 1S0-

1P1 transition. We collect the fluores-
cence photons with the same objective that is used to
generate the tweezer array with a specified NA= 0.65.
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FIG. 2. Imaging in the lattice. a Illustration of repulsive
Sisyphus cooling dynamics for 1S0 and 3P1 states in the lat-
tice. b. Schematic of experimental sequence for imaging in
the lattice. Two images (I & II) in the lattice are taken after
atoms are prepared in tweezers and transferred into the lat-
tice. Loss probability is calculated by comparing occupations
between image I and II. c. Exemplary consecutive fluores-
cence images of individual atoms in the lattice showing no
loss. d. Array-averaged atom loss probability as a function
of 689 nm cooling laser detuning ∆ from the 1S0-

3P1 reso-
nance in free space for an imaging exposure time of 300ms.
At ∆/2π = 2.2MHz, imaging loss reduces down to 2× 10−3.
e Array-averaged histogram of photon counts taken with ex-
posure time 300 ms, showing a well-resolved background and
one-atom fluorescence peak. The classification fidelity can be
as high as 99.971(1)%, see [44]. f. Imaging loss at constant
scattered photon number for classification infidelity of 10−4

vs. exposure time. The lower dashed gray line indicates atom
loss probability attributed to our estimated vacuum lifetime
of 273(3) s, which is reached by our imaging in the limit of
long exposure time and low illumination power. The back-
ground level remains similarly low all all exposure times.

This has allowed us to resolve atoms spaced as closely as
one lattice site ax = 579(2) nm, see Fig. 1.
As a first step, we demonstrate high-fidelity and low-

loss imaging in a repulsive Sisyphus regime. This is rele-
vant for strontium at our lattice wavelength of 1040 nm,
where ωg/ωe = 1.08 for the 3P1,mJ=±1 as the excited
state, see Fig. 2a. We begin the experiment with an ar-
ray of atoms at 399 singly-occupied lattice sites loaded
from tweezers, see [44]. To optimize the cooling perfor-
mance for imaging, we scan the detuning ∆ of the cooling
light relative to the free-space resonance, see Fig. 2d. We
obtain a broad cooling feature at approximately 2.2MHz,
where the atom loss fraction reaches the sub-percent, and
a second narrower feature at about 9.8MHz, where the
loss is higher. The two features can be attributed to
cooling on 1S0-

3P1,mJ=±1 and 1S0-
3P1,mJ=0 respectively

and are consistent with the 689 nm transition split by
tensor lightshift in the 1040 nm lattice. To character-
ize imaging performance under cooling on the mJ = ±1

transition, we take two consecutive images in the optical
lattice, see Fig. 2c. The images are binarized based on
the tweezer-averaged histogram of the integrated photon
count, see Fig. 2e. With an optimal threshold [44], we
obtain a classification infidelity of approximately 10−4,
demonstrating the feasibility of high-fidelity imaging in
our lattice. To benchmark the atom loss probability from
imaging, we compare the occupation of the two consecu-
tively acquired images as a function of the exposure time,
see Fig. 2f. For this measurement, we keep the integrated
photon number scattered on the 461 nm transition and
hence the classification fidelity constant. We find a ro-
bust minimum atom loss probability at an exposure time
of approximately 200ms, where the loss reaches 2×10−3.
At shorter exposure times and hence larger imaging beam
scattering rate, the atom loss probability increases as a
result of recoil heating exceeding the cooling rate from
Sisyphus cooling. For longer exposure times, the atom
loss probability begins to be dominated by our estimated
vacuum lifetime of 273(3) s.
The feasibility of high-fidelity, low-loss imaging in the
lattice offers the perspective of decoupling the power-
intensive imaging step from cooling and physics per-
formed in optical tweezers, provided efficient transfer be-
tween lattice and tweezer array. Such a capability would
allow for the use of advantageous features of tweezers at
520 nm, e.g. for trapping of Rydberg states via the ionic
core polarizability [46], while avoiding lossy detection at
the same wavelength [10, 43]. We characterize the lattice-
tweezer transfer via the round-trip atom loss probability
after imaging first in the lattice, see Fig. 3a. A challenge
in this case is the weak vertical confinement of our 2D
lattice, whose waist in the z-direction significantly ex-
ceeds the Rayleigh range of 1.5µm of the tweezers, see
Fig. 3a. To enable low-loss transfer back to tweezers,
we first perform an optimized repulsive Sisyphus cooling
in the lattice after imaging (II). Subsequently, we ramp
up the tweezers to a depth of 300µK, before lowering
the lattice to an intermediate depth of 150µK. We per-
form a second stage of cooling in this combined potential
to efficiently transfer the atoms into trapped states in
the tweezers. The cooling frequency is chosen to coin-
cide with the lattice-light shifted cooling sideband of the
tweezers and the magnetic field is set to the magic cool-
ing transition in tweezers alone [44]. Finally, we ramp
the lattices down in 50ms, completing the transfer to the
tweezers. Imaging is then performed once more in the lat-
tice, with an identical tweezer-lattice handover as before
the first image. We benchmark the complete round-trip
atom loss probability pn by comparing the reconstructed
tweezer occupation between two images taken in the lat-
tice before and after n transfers, see Fig. 3c. While the
overall atom loss probability increases with the number of
round-trips as expected, we find that the atom loss prob-
ability per round-trip p1, extracted under the assumption
of a simple power-law scaling of the atom loss probabil-
ity 1− pn = (1− p1)

n, continuously decreases from 1.3%
down to approximately 5× 10−3 after a few round-trips.
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FIG. 3. Transfer between lattice and tweezers.
a Schematic of experimental sequence for tweezer-lattice-
tweezer transfers. Axial potential landscape of the tweezers
(green) and lattice (black) during hand-over is shown in the
inset. The sketech is not to scale. b Cumulative loss prob-
ability pn (blue round markers) of atoms versus the number
of lattice-tweezers-lattice round-trips n. The average single
round-trip atom loss probability p1 (green triangles) decreases
as n increases. The atom loss probability pn shows a pro-
nounced spatial dependence predominantly at the boundary
of the lattice, as apparent from a measurement of the site-
resolved atom loss probability after n = 80 round-trips (in-
set). c Single-round-trip atom loss probability p as function of
tweezer trap depth after transfer. The inset shows a close-up
and confirms tweezer averaged single-round-trip losses close to
1%. d,e Single-round-trip atom loss probability p vs. relative
position between lattice and tweezer potentials along x-axis
(d) and y-axis (e) shown as blue points. The sinusoidal fit
reflects the expected lattice potential with a lattice constant
ax = 579(2) nm and ay = 1187(18) nm. The atom loss proba-
bility due to imaging alone is indicated by shaded gray lines.
Inset: Sketch of the tweezer traps (green dots) and the lattice
potential (blue dots).

We attribute the initially higher atom loss probability
predominantly to a systematic spatial inhomogeneity af-
fecting our cooling in the lattice during transfer, which
becomes directly apparent in a tweezer-resolved trans-
fer loss map after n = 80 round-trips, see Fig. 3b in-
set. Hence, we consider the reported transfer loss as
a worst case scenario that can be improved by exclud-
ing the traps exhibiting high atom loss or centering the
tweezer array in the lattice. We find that highly efficient
transfers are possible if the tweezer depth in the trans-
fer exceeds approximately 300µK, see Fig. 3c. For the
last point beyond 400µK, the transfer loss probability in-
creases slightly due to non-optimal cooling parameters.
To study the dependence of the transfer efficiency on the
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FIG. 4. Imaging characterization over the entire lat-
tice loaded directly from the MOT a We load the lattice
directly from the MOT and take two consecutive images to
characterize the imaging performance over a much larger re-
gion of the lattice. The sparse filling gives rise to a higher
classification fidelity (see discussion below) and aids in the
bench-marking. b Coarse-grained histograms of two repre-
sentative lattice patches (10× 5 sites) show the spread of the
emissions due to fluorescence inhomogeneity. c The detected
counts versus MOT loading time for two consecutive images
reveals the parity projection for an exposure time of 1.8 s, sig-
nalled by the absence of the tail of the histograms extending
into high emission counts at large loading times in the second
image. The double-occupancy accounts for less than 0.3% of
all emissions events at 30ms loading time. d Coarse-grained
classification infidelity (upper panel) analyzed on individual
patches in the entire lattice. The classification error is below
10−3. The higher infidelity at the lattice center correlates well
to the atom density, as a result of cross-talk that worsens at
higher lattice filling fraction. The coarse-grained loss proba-
bility (lower panel) of two consecutive images demonstrates
that the imaging loss computed from consecutive images is as
low as 7.1(1) × 10−3. To further optimize the performance,
the exposure time was set to 900ms for this measurement.

relative position between lattice sites and tweezers, we
scan the position of the tweezer array along either the x-
or y-axis, see Fig. 3d, e. We find a pronounced sinusoidal
dependence of the transfer loss, which reaches up to 5% in
non-optimal conditions. Close to the optimal condition,
we obtain a ∼ 90% fidelity of finding an atom at exactly
the same lattice sites before (II) and after (III) holding
them in the tweezers. The observed sinusoidal structure
is in excellent agreement with the expected dependence
for our lattice, and the curves represent a characteriza-
tion of the underlying lattice structure using a large-scale
tweezer array [47]. We note that even after imaging in the
lattice, one can re-cool atoms in tweezers close to the ra-
dial motional ground state after transfer them back [44].
To highlight the scalability of our platform, we directly
load the lattice from the MOT for variable durations
and characterize the imaging performance for the loaded
atoms over two consecutive images, see Fig 4a. Impor-
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tantly, our lattice configuration renders further single-
plane preparation steps before detecting the atomic dis-
tribution unnecessary. To benchmark the detection,
we binarize the images using deconvolution techniques,
which also yields the classification fidelity, see [44]. We
evaluate the histogram of recorded photon counts locally,
over small patches of 10 × 5 sites to mitigate the effect
of inhomogeneities, see Fig 4b. With increasing load-
ing time, a single-atom peak in the histogram of the
first acquired image develops at 270 photon counts, cor-
responding to the amount of photons collected within
the exposure time for each singly-loaded site, see Fig 4c.
At even longer loading time exceeding 30ms, a tail be-
yond 270 counts appears to extend into higher emission
counts, which is expected for loading multiple atoms per
site. In the second image, this tail is absent even at long
loading times, indicating efficient parity projection dur-
ing the imaging process. To quantify the achieved per-
formance, we characterize the classification fidelity and
survival probability in a region of 10450 lattice sites. The
coarse-grained analysis indicates that the high lattice fill-
ing and consequently cross-talk between sites is the main
factor that reduces classification fidelity at long loading
time, see Fig 4d. In particular, the higher classification
infidelity can be attributed to an increasing width of the
zero-atom peak due to the empty sites receiving fluores-
cence emanating from adjacent occupied sites. Never-
theless, we find that classification infidelity is globally
below 10−3 for a filling fraction ∼ 0.2 which amounts to
∼ 2300 loaded atoms. Similarly, the imaging loss is kept
at 7.1(1)× 10−3, see Fig 4d. The preparation and high-
fidelity detection of individual atoms in a single layer of
an optical lattice allows for subsequent resorting in the
lattice as demonstrated recently in the same setup [48].
Such sorted arrays can then be transferred into tweezer
potentials, resulting in a direct two-fold reduction of the
required tweezer power due to then deterministic load-
ing of the tweezer array with near unity-filling. Using
additional vertical confinement in the transfer allows for
significantly relaxed power requirements of the tweezer
array, promising further gains in the scalability of tweezer
arrays through deterministic loading via optical lattices.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the feasibility of
low-loss and high-fidelity imaging under repulsive Sisy-
phus cooling conditions on the narrow-linewidth transi-
tion of strontium in an optical lattice. We extend the
size of the system compatible with single-site and single
atom detection to more than 10000 lattice sites and load

more than 10000 atoms directly from the MOT. Our re-
sults offer a new path to assembling large atom arrays in
optical lattices that clearly surpass the state of the art
with respect to the achieved atom numbers in sortable
optical tweezers and lattices [17, 35, 41]. Straightfor-
ward upgrades of the laser power used in our setup via
commercially available off-the-shelf laser systems allow
to scale the number of sites by a factor of 10, as a di-
rect consequence of our proof-of-concept demonstration
of high imaging quality at 1040 nm, where such laser sys-
tems are readily available. Furthermore, our work offers
the perspective to operate tweezer arrays at arbitrary
wavelengths by decoupling the power-intensive imaging
step from preparation and physics in optical tweezer ar-
rays, with potential applications in quantum simulation
of Ising models [34, 35, 49, 50], lattice gauge theories [51],
quantum chemistry [52], or quantum-enhanced metrol-
ogy [15, 40, 53, 54] in scalable ensembles. Finally, di-
rectly loading the optical lattice from a magneto-optical
trap in combination with high-fidelity imaging, resorting
and laser-cooling, provides a new bottom-up approach of
assembling large-scale Hubbard simulators [16, 17].
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